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1 (a) Define language and explain it. 15

OR

(b) Message is the central component of any communication. Explain. 15

2 (a) Which are the parts of a language ? Explain those parts convincingly. 15

OR

(b) "Language is the dress of thought" Do you agree ? Give reasons and explain the communication process. 15

3 (a) Fill in the blanks with proper words from the brackets : (any five) 5

(i) The lion hunts its _________. [ prey / pray ]

(ii) Sachin denied to ________ for the political party. [ canvas / canvass ]

(iii) He was ________ by the officer on duty. [ cold / called ]

(iv) We erected multi ________ building. [ story / storey ]
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(v) __________ your permission he will not come. [ Accept / Except / Expect ]

(vi) What is your __________ in the function? [ role / roll ]

(vii) She measures 42 from her __________.
      [ west / waist / waste ]

(b) Fill in the blanks with the proper verb form from the brackets: (any five)

(i) She never __________ her homework.
    [ bring ]

(ii) The thief __________ away before the police came. [ run ]

(iii) The stumps __________ by the fielder.
     [ break ]

(iv) I __________ in this college since 2001.
     [ work ]

(v) __________ you ever __________ to your principal. [ speak ]

(vi) My grandmother __________ not __________ Ramayan in the evening.
     [ read ]

(vii) We __________ to visit Shimla next summer. [ visit ]

4 Write short notes on any two of the following: 10

(i) Importance of speech

(ii) Translation methods

(iii) Importance of proper pronunciation

(iv) Types of communication.